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Exceptional 
standards.

We have one goal - to be Australia’s most loved car company.  

And to get there, we’re driven by a simple philosophy that 
life’s most incredible moments shouldn’t be reserved for a 
select few, and everyone should be able to experience an 
exciting and enjoyable drive. 

So, how do we make that happen? We start by pushing our 
own boundaries, by making premium the new standard. 
And by engineering the most enjoyable ride possible.

Take the i30, one of Australia’s most awarded small cars.✝ 
Most companies would have sat back, put the awards on the 
mantle and called that success. But we saw this as an 
opportunity to make this car even better. We reinvented it, 
delivering a stronger, lighter, stylish, more intelligent car. 

You can be sure we’ve put it through its paces. With an 
extensive local development program, the i30 is perfectly 
suited to Australian conditions. European styling, Korean 
engineering and Australian testing - a global contribution 
to this local hero. 

✝Australia‘s most awarded small car: Best Small Car under $35,000 in 2015, 2013, 2012 and 2010.  
Best Mid-Sized Car under $30,000 in 2009. Best Mid-Sized Car under $28,000 in 2008.
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Australia, 
in our DNA.

We’re one of the biggest car manufacturers in the world 
- and one of the fastest growing global car brands. 

We’re also the only car company in the world producing 
its own steel, because we know the best steel makes for 
the strongest cars. 

That’s why we source the majority of our high quality iron 
ore from right here, in Australia’s backyard. So now, 
when you buy a new Hyundai, you know you’re driving  
a car that’s directly connected to home. 



✝Australia‘s most awarded small car: Best Small Car under $35,000 in 2015, 2013, 2012 and 2010. Best Mid-Sized Car under $30,000 in 2009. Best Mid-Sized Car under $28,000 in 2008. ▲5 year/unlimited Km warranty: Applies to new passenger vehicles used for private/domestic purposes. Excludes vehicles used at any 
time for “commercial application” as defined in the vehicle warranty policy, for which a 5 year/130,000km (whichever occurs first) warranty applies. Refer to full warranty terms & conditions for details and exclusions. ^Lifetime Service Plan: For the benefit of Hyundai owners, Hyundai provides online quotes which specify 
the maximum price applicable for a vehicle’s next scheduled maintenance service at a participating authorised Hyundai dealer and using genuine Hyundai parts (where required). Online quotes are available at hyundai.com.au, apply for a stated effective period only and may change after that effective period without 
notice. Standard scheduled maintenance services are of limited scope. The benefit of online quotes is available for all Hyundai’s, for their lifetime. *Roadside Support Plan: Complimentary 12 months Roadside Support when you purchase a new Hyundai passenger vehicle (excluding rental buyers). Further Roadside 
Support extensions are available, each for 12 months from the date of a scheduled maintenance service at a participating authorised Hyundai dealer (unless vehicle is more than 108 months (9 years) from the original new car sale date, in which case entitlement to Roadside Support ends when vehicle reaches 120 months 
(10 years) from original new car sale date). SatNav Update Plan: Maximum number of 9 updates delivered on an annual cycle which must be undertaken within 10 years of the vehicle’s purchase. Complimentary map updates only apply if the vehicle completes a scheduled service at a participating Hyundai dealer. i30.

Relax, we’ll take  
it from here.

There’s a reason why our iCare program has won awards.✝ We built iCare 
around one simple, innovative idea. That comprehensive on-the-road care 
should come standard with every car - not just as an “optional extra”. 

Our five-year, unlimited kilometre warranty▲ means you’ve got the freedom 
to go ahead and drive without having to keep an eye on the odometer. 

When you look at our ‘Lifetime Service Plan’^ the benefits speak for 
themselves. Regular servicing (at a set price) by factory-trained Hyundai 
Technicians will help keep your Hyundai in peak condition, giving you peace 
of mind today, and into the future. 

And since every new Hyundai is built to the highest standards, we’ve got the 
confidence to offer comprehensive customer service without exception -  
or as we like to say, amazing as standard. And that includes 24/7 Roadside 
support* for ten years when you service with us. 
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Safety first,  
and always.
Safety should never be an afterthought, or an added 
extra. Which is why we won’t settle for anything less 
than 7 airbags and a 5-star ANCAP rating. 

The i30 has also been fitted with some of the most 
advanced safety features available, and the 53% 
ultra-high tensile steel chassis is a revelation. It uses 
almost twice as much ultra-high tensile steel as the 
previous model, boosting rigidity by 17%, making it 
the strongest i30 ever, without compromising 
on performance.

The Elite, Premium, SR (DCT only) and SR Premium 
variants also feature a suite of intelligent safety 
technologies - Hyundai SmartSense✝.  

Hyundai SmartSense✝ technologies all have one thing in 
common - they’ve been developed to help alert you to 
(and avoid) any dangers around you. 

From braking or reducing speed to maintain a safe 
distance from vehicles ahead, to helping you stay aware 
of what’s happening in your blind spots, Hyundai 
SmartSense✝ provides peace of mind for you, and for us.

✝Hyundai SmartSense: not available on Active or manual SR variants. Safety features are not a substitute for attentive driving.

Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB)
Alerts the driver and automatically applies the 
brakes when suddenly obstructed by vehicles 
or pedestrians. The Forward Collision Warning 
will alert you of approaching objects and 
potential collisions.

Lane Keeping Assist System (LKAS) 
Uses the front camera to detect lanes and helps 
prevent the vehicle from steering off the lane.

Blind Spot Detection (BSD)
Alerts the driver about vehicles in blind spots or 
vehicles approaching the back side of your car at 
high speeds.

Smart Cruise Control (SCC) 
Automatically maintains speed and distance from 
the car ahead. Car comes to a complete stop and 
restarts in 3 seconds once the car in front departs.

Rear view camera 7 airbags



2.0L  Petrol Engine 1.6L Turbo Diesel Engine 1.6L Turbo Petrol Engine

 Maximum Power 
kW/6,200 rpm

 Maximum Power 
kW/4,000 rpm

 Maximum Power 
kW/6,000 rpm

 Maximum Torque 
Nm/4,700 rpm

Maximum Torque (MT)
Nm/1,500 - 3,000 rpm

Maximum Torque (DCT)
Nm/1,750 - 2,500 rpm

 Maximum Torque 
Nm/1,500-4,500 rpm

120 100 150
203 280

300
265

Stunning to see.
Thrilling to drive.

There’s no denying it, the i30 looks good, thanks to its striking 
lines, headlights and cascading front grille.

But it’s also a thrill to drive. Its performance is a testament to the 
work our designers and engineers put in every day in order to 
deliver a more enjoyable ride. And to put it simply, it’s fun.

The i30 offers a choice of powerful engines, and three 
transmission options, 6-Speed Manual, 6-Speed Automatic or 
7-speed Dual Clutch.

When you add all of this together, you’ll find the i30 delivers a 
fuel-efficient ride✝, so comfortable you’d be forgiven for thinking 
you were on the track. It’s smart too – gripping corners, 
responding to your slightest commands.

We’ve taken Hyundai’s commitment to research and development 
one step further too, rigorously testing and optimising the i30 for 
Australian roads, thanks to our extensive local tuning program.

By recruiting the finest engineers and designers, and investing 
billions of dollars each year, we’ve made a firm commitment to 
the future of motoring in Australia and overseas.

Top: LED headlights* 
Bottom: Chrome front grille▲

*LED headlights: Only available on premium & SR Premium variants. ▲Chrome radiator front grille inserts: Not available on Active variants. ✝Source: Australian Design Rule 81/02 static laboratory combined average city and highway cycle test. 
Real world fuel consumption will vary depending on a combination of driving habits, the condition of the vehicle, and other factors such as road, traffic and weather conditions. ADR 81/02 test results are meant for comparison purposes only.

Top: Rear brake lights
Bottom: Alloy wheels

i30.
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Beauty, on 
the inside. 
The i30 is turning heads, in more ways than one. 

When you see how far the reinvented i30 has come, you begin to realise 
how serious we are about offering premium as standard.

And you’ll notice the difference the minute you get behind the wheel.

Take the full-length panoramic glass sunroof* for example. It gives you 
that extra look of luxury, connecting you with the outside from within. 

Our multimedia system with touch screen technology has been designed 
specifically for the i30, while heated and ventilated front seats, ▲ dual zone 
climate control^ and leather appointed interior✝ completes the styling 
giving the i30 an impressive edge over its competitors.

8” touchscreenHeated and ventilated front seats▲

▲Heated and Ventilated Front Seats: only available on Premium and SR Premium variants. *Panoramic Glass Sunroof: only available on Premium and SR Premium variants, 
and optional on Elite and SR variants. ^Dual Zone Climate Control: not available on Active variants. ✝Leather Appointed Interior: not available on Active variants.

Dual zone climate control^Panoramic glass sunroof*
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Top: Electronic parking brake✝ 
Bottom: Wireless smart phone charger*

Apple Carplay™

▲Apple CarplayTM requires iPhone 5® or subsequent model (lightning cable) in order to operate. iPhone® is a registered trademark of Apple 
Inc. AndroidTM Auto requires a device with Android 5.0 operating system or subsequent version, and USB cable in order to operate. Android 
is a trademark of Google Inc. *Wireless smartphone charging: Requires a Qi-enabled smartphone or adaptor to operate. Not available on 
Active variants. Requires Qi compatible devices or accessory cover. #Proximity Smart Key: not available on Active variants. ✝Electronic 
parking brake: not available on Active and SR (manual) variants. ^Push button start: not available on Active variants. 

Top: Push button start^
Bottom: 8” touchscreen with Sat Nav

Forward 
thinking.

The i30 understands your desire to stay connected, which 
is why we have seamlessly integrated smartphones into 
the car. 

Once your journey is underway, Apple CarPlayTM and 
Android AutoTM▲ lets you safely play music, make calls or 
get directions on the easy to use 8-inch touchscreen, 
which comes with Sat Nav as standard. While wireless 
smartphone charging* means you’ll stay connected long 
after you get out of the car. 

The i30 also recognises you (and your proximity smart 
key)# before you get in. And once you’re behind the wheel 
you still don’t need to take your keys out, thanks to the 
push button start.^  



Overseas model shown

Overseas model shown

SR. Performance 
unleashed.
You’ll notice a difference the moment you get inside the i30 SR.

The sports steering wheel, gear knob, red stitched seats* and 
interior trim let you know you’re about to drive a car that needs 
to be unleashed.

And speaking of unleashed, we’ve added paddle shifters✝ on the 
steering wheel so you’ll feel completely connected to the engine, 
gearbox, and the road.

Our sport-tuned, independent multi-link rear suspension was 
developed specifically for Australian roads and delivers vastly 
improved handling for hugging corners. 

The SR variants offer larger front brakes meaning improved 
stopping power, helping you prepare for corners. While the SR’s 
150kw turbo charged engine will dare you to put your foot down 
as you come out of the bend. If you do, you’ll notice an 
immediate response.

The i30 SR takes fun (and premium) to the next level. 

Images shown feature SR and SR Premium variants. Colours shown are indicative only and may vary due to the printing 
process. *Sports steering wheel: available on SR and SR Premium variants only. Gear knob: available on SR and SR 
Premium variants only. Red stitched seats: available on SR and SR Premium variants only. ✝Paddle shifters: only 
available with Dual Clutch transmission.

i30.



18” alloy wheels

Sports interior

Life is about choice – so we’ve created five different 
i30 variants that’ll let you take to the road the way 
you want to. 

*Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Please check your Bluetooth® device‘s capabilities to ensure compatibility. ✝Leather appointed seats means parts of the seats have a 
combination of genuine and artificial leather, but are not wholly leather. Colours shown are indicative only and may vary due to the printing process. #Apple Carplay™ requires iPhone 5® or subsequent 
model (lightning cable) in order to operate. iPhone® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. AndroidTM Auto requires a device with Android 5.0 operating system or subsequent version, and USB cable in 
order to operate. Android is a trademark of Google Inc. ▲Wireless Smartphone Charging: Requires a Qi-enabled smartphone or adaptor to operate. Not available on Active variants. Requires Qi 
compatable devices or accessory cover. ▼Hyundai SmartSense: not available on Active and SR (manual) variants. Safety features are not a substitute for attentive driving. ^Push button start: not 
available on Active variants. ■Panoramic Glass Sunroof: Standard on Premium and SR Premium variants, and optional on Elite and SR variants (at an additional cost). 

SR Premium.SR.Elite. Premium.Active.

Safety
• Electronic stability control 
(ESC) including: Anti-Lock 
Braking System, Brake Assist 
System, Electronic 
Brakeforce Distribution, 
Hill-start Assist Control, 
Traction Control System 
and Vehicle Stability 
Management

• 7 airbags
• Rear park assist sensors
• Rear view camera
•  Tyre pressure monitoring  

system

Interior and technology
•  8” touchscreen with 

Sat Nav, Apple Carplay# & 
Android Auto compatibility

•  Bluetooth connectivity* 
•  AUX/USB input with iPod 

compatibilty 
•  Cloth seats
Exterior and technology

• LED daytime running lamps
• 16” alloy wheels
• Rear fog lamps 
•  Automatic dusk sensing 

headlamps with escort and 
welcome function

i30 Active  
Key specifications:

2.0 litre petrol (manual & auto) 
1.6 litre diesel (manual & DCT)

Engine and transmission

Safety
•  Hyundai SmartSense▼ 

including:
   -  Autonomous Emergency 

Braking
   -  Blind Spot Detection 
   -  Driver Attention Alert
   -  Forward Collision Warning 
   -  Lane Change Assist
   -  Lane Keeping Assist 

System 
   -  Rear Cross Traffic Alert
   -  Smart Cruise Control

Interior and technology
•  Electronic parking brake
•  Wireless charging▲

•  Dual zone climate control 
with auto defog

•  Dual level boot floor
•  Smart key with push button 

start^
•  Leather seats✝, steering 

wheel & gear knob
Exterior and technology

•  Rain sensing wipers
•  17” alloy wheels

i30 Elite  
Key specifications above Active: 

1.6 litre turbo diesel (DCT)

Engine and transmission

Safety
•  Front park assist sensors

Interior and technology
•  Heated & ventilated front 

seats
•  Auto dimming rear view 

mirror
•  Electric adjustable driver’s 

seat
Exterior and technology

•  Solar control glass
•  Panoramic glass sunroof
•  Satin chrome window 

moulding
• LED head lights

i30 Premium  
Key specifications above Elite: 

1.6 litre turbo diesel (DCT)

Engine and transmission

Safety
•  Hyundai SmartSense▼ 

(DCT only) including:
   -  Autonomous Emergency 

Braking
   -  Blind Spot Detection 

(available on manual)
   -  Driver Attention Alert
   -  Forward Collision Warning 
   -  Lane Change Assist
   -  Lane Keeping Assst System 
   -  Rear Cross Traffic Alert 

(available on manual)
   -  Smart Cruise Control

•  7 airbags
•  Rear park assist sensors
•  Rear view camera
•  Tyre pressure monitoring  

system

Interior and technology
•  8” touchscreen with 

Sat Nav, Apple Carplay# & 
Android Auto compatibility

•  Wireless charging▲

•  Dual zone climate control with 
auto defog

•  Smart key with push button start^
•  Dual level boot
•  Leather interior ✝ with red 

stitching including red seatbelts
•  Sports pedals
•  Paddle shifters (DCT only)
Exterior and technology

•  Rain sensing wipers
•  LED rear combination lights
•  18” alloy wheels

i30 SR 
Key specifications:  

1.6 litre turbo petrol 
(manual & DCT)

Engine and transmission

Safety
• Front park assist sensors

Interior and technology
•  Heated & ventilated front 

seats
•  Auto dimming rear view 

mirror
•  Luggage net
•  Electric adjustable 

driver's seat 
•  Auto up/down on 

all windows
Exterior and technology

• Solar control glass
• Panoramic glass sunroof
• LED Headlights

i30 SR Premium 
Key specifications above SR:  

1.6 litre turbo petrol (DCT)

Engine and transmission

Variants.

16” alloy wheels8" touchscreen with Sat Nav

▲Wireless phone charger

Electronic parking brake

17" alloy wheels

Leather interior✝

Push button start^

LED daytime running lightsRear view camera LED headlights

Panoramic glass sunroof ■Hyundai SmartSense▼ Hyundai SmartSense▼

Heated + ventilated front seats

Electric adjustable driver’s seat

Push button start^

LED headlights

Heated + ventilated front seats Panoramic glass sunroof ■

Dual tip exhaustAlloy pedals

i30.



Leather

Leather

Cloth

Leather

i30.

Top: Black
Bottom: Beige leather*

Black + Red exclusive to SR

Style,  
your way.
Your new Hyundai should stand out. And because the  
i30 is intelligent, stylish and bold, we’ve developed an interior 
and exterior colour range that emphasises these qualities.

After all, everyone’s different. From the colour of the paint, to 
the shade of the trim - this is your opportunity  
to complement your personality. This is the time to fit  
the i30 right into your every day life.

Let the light ini30 Interiors

Panoramic glass sunroof^: Standard on Premium and SR 
Premium variants, and optional on Elite and SR variants.

i30 colour combination chart✝

✝Colours shown are indicative only and may vary due to the printing process. *Leather appointed seats means parts of the seats have a combination of genuine and artificial leather, but are not wholly leather. ^Panoramic Glass Sunroof: Standard on Premium and SR 
Premium variants, and optional on Elite and SR variants (at an additional cost).

Model Phantom Black  
(NKA Mica)

Platinum  
Silver  
(T8S Metallic)

Sparkling
Metal  
(UYS Metallic)

Iron Grey   
(YT3 Mica)

Marina Blue 
(N4B Metallic)

Demitasse 
Brown  
(RB4 Metallic)

Phoenix Orange 
(RY9 Mica)

Fiery Red  
(PR2 Mica)

Stargazing Blue 
(SG5 Mica)

Polar White  
(WAW Solid)

Active

Black Cloth • • • • • •
Elite and Premium

*Black Leather • • • • • •
*Beige Leather • • • •
SR and SR Premium

*Sports Leather • • • • • •
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Genuine Accessories Active Elite Premium SR SR Premium

Technology

Auxiliary Cable • • • • •

iPad® Holder1 • • • • •

Interior

SR Tailored Carpet Floor Mats (set of 4) • •

Tailored Carpet Floor Mats (set of 4) • • •

Dash Mat - Black • • • • •

Cargo Liner • • • • •

Cargo Barrier •

Water Resistant Neoprene - Seat Cover • • •

Laser Shades • • • • •

Fabric Rear Bumper Protector • • • • •

Portable Cooler2 - 12 volt 15 Litre • • • • •

Cargo Organiser • • • • •

Exterior

Headlight Protectors (set of 2) • • • • •

Bonnet Protector (nose cone) • • • • •

Smoked Bonnet Protector (nose cone) • • • • •

Tinted Stylevisors (set of 4) • • • • •

Front Mudflaps (set of 2) • • • • •

Rear Mudflaps (set of 2) • • • • •

Towbar, Towball & Trailer Wiring Harness3 • • • • •

Styling

Front Interior Lighting • • • • •

Rear Interior Lighting • • • • •

Roof Racks and Lifestyle

Roof Racks4 • • • • •

Roof Mounted Bike Carrier • • • • •

Thule Bike rack (Wheel on) • • • • •

Roof Mounted Kayak Holder • • • • •

Ski & Snowboard Carrier • • • • •

Surfboard Carrier • • • • •

Styling

First Aid Kit • • • • •

Front Park Assist Module5 • • •

Your i30 isn’t just a car. It’s an extension of you. So make it as unique  
as you are, with Hyundai Genuine Accessories.

Hyundai Genuine 
Accessories.

Top: Roof racks* 
Bottom: Headlight protectors (set of 2)

Top: Tinted stylevisors (set of 4) 
Bottom: Mudflaps (set of 2)

Top: Smoked bonnet protector 
Bottom: Tailored carpet floor mats (set of 4)

* Load capacity = 75kg evenly distributed over 2 bars.

1. iPad® is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. The iPad® holder has been designed to hold iPad® models 1, 2 or 3 securely. To ensure occupants are protected in the event of a collision, the screen protector must be fitted to the iPad® when in use. iPad® not included. 2. Only suitable for use with a retractable 
seatbelt. 3. Maximum ball download 75kg. Towing capacity 1300kg braked & 600kg unbraked. 4. Load Capacity = 75kg evenlydistributed across 2 bars. 5. Park Assist is designed as driver assist aid only and should not be used as a substitute for skilled driving and safe parking practices. While the Park Assist 
Sensors monitor objects on approach, there may be occasions where blind spots affect the sensitivity of the sensors and as a result, the area into which the vehicle is heading must be visually monitored by the driver at all times while parking. All Hyundai Genuine Accessories are backed by a 5 year warranty 
if purchased at the time of a new Hyundai vehicle and fitted by an authorised Hyundai dealer. All Hyundai Genuine Accessories are subject to warranty conditions. See your nearest Hyundai dealer. Contact us or visit hyundai.com.au/owners/terms for full warranty terms and usage recommendations. 



Hyundai Motor Company Australia
394 Lane Cove Road, Macquarie Park, NSW Australia 2113 
www.hyundai.com.au

 Hyundai Motor Company (HMC) and the Hyundai Motor Company Australia (HMCA) each reserve the right to alter vehicle 
specifications and equipment levels without notice. Some equipment featured on the cars in this brochure may not be 
available in Australia or may be optional. To the extent permitted by law, neither HMC nor HMCA shall be liable to any person 
as a result of reliance on the content of this brochure. Please consult your Hyundai Dealer for the latest specifications, 
equipment levels, options, prices, colours and vehicle availability. Metallic and mica paint are optional extras. Note: information 
in this brochure is current as at 07/04/17. Part No. PD0417B

Follow us at twitter.com/hyundaiaus 

Like us at facebook.com/hyundaiaustralia


